multifunctional
made for maximum enjoyment

When it comes to our kids + teens’ collections, multifunction is in this season! From bunk beds with built-in storage, to desks with USB ports, every design is made for maximum enjoyment.

01. 250124 TAYLOR Navy Twin Over Twin Bunk Bed w/ USB $795
02. 250135 TAYLOR White Desk w/ USB $350
03. 243066 DELTA White Side Chair $80
04. 247860 Design Grey Wool Woven Patchwork Rug 120’S x 186” $695
05. 249660 Carved B&W Spiral on Wood Picture $165
06. 248655 Indigo Stonewashed Belgian Linen Accent Pillow 14” x 20” $69
07. 246022 Blue + Aqua Leaves Accent Pillow 20” $69
08. 246023 Indigo Belgian Linen Accent Pillow 20” $69
spindle style

A classic look at an incredible value, our Madison Spindle Bed will be a traditional yet whimsical addition to your child’s room.
Ease your baby back to sleep in our cozy Bailey Swivel Glider Chair. You can gently sway front-to-back and side-to-side for a full range of relaxing movements.
A pair of our upholstered Dean Beds will bring mid-century modern flair anywhere, including your child’s room. Best of all, it comes in 2 colors.
study

Your child will be inspired to ace every test with our Taylor Desk. Made from responsibly harvested wood, it has a low impact on the environment and features a unique acrylic-based finish.

Chad Bed starts at $170

Includes USB ports, so kids can easily charge up their electronic devices.

01. 216129 CHAD Grey Twin Panel Bed $170
02. 221506 TAYLOR Navy Desk w/ USB $350
03. 223578 RUDY Grey Office Chair $75
04. 247822 CA Map Navy + Gold Picture $75
05. 104545 Burnished Bronze Desk Lamp $150
06. 250854 Navy/Red Embroidered Stripes Accent Pillow 18”X18” $69
07. 247781 Assorted succulent in Pot 5” $15
in your dreams

Not only is our Sabrina Bed a delight for the eyes, it boasts solid, sturdy, supportive construction that will ensure everyone sleeps better at night.

FEATURES A
HANDCRAFTED,
HAND-TuftED
HEADBOARD, PLUS
IT’S AVAILABLE
WITH OR WITHOUT
STORAGE.
power up

Thanks to AC outlets and USB ports, your child can plug in and turn on the fun with our Madison desk.
It's easy to find the perfect bed and storage pieces for your child's room in our Sedona Collection, which features a cast of crowd-pleasing designs.

- **SEDONA Twin Platform Bed** $195
- **SEDONA Chest Of Drawers** $320
- **SEDONA Twin Over Full Bunk Bed** $450
- **SEDONA Desk** $280
- **SEDONA Bookcase** $220
- **SEDONA Full Over Full Bunk Bed Of Stair Chest** $345

Made from solid pine and decked in a handsome cinnamon finish.
As your child gets older, their wants and needs evolve. Our Emmerson Daybed will exceed their growing expectations with a sophisticated upholstered design and a convenient trundle addition that makes sleepovers a cinch.
Milton Bed starts at $175

pattern play

Ground your child’s style with a rug that adds personality to their space. From stripes to checks, there’s a pattern for everyone.
mattress marvel
Designed specifically for bunk beds, our Lofty mattress ensures the easiest, comfiest, dreamiest sleep for your little ones.
Let little imaginations run wild with our Taylor collection’s soaring canopy bed.

Pair our Taylor Canopy Bed with coordinating storage pieces for a complete and completely awesome space.

- **01. 221471 TAYLOR White Twin Canopy House Bed w/ 3 Drawer Storage** $795
- **02. 221429 TAYLOR White Dresser** $395
- **03. 221420 TAYLOR White Nightstand** $195
- **04. 234218 Recycled Rug Shag Rug 60” x 96”** $195
- **05. 160190 Tulip Mineral Table Lamp** $19
- **06. 221505 TAYLOR Navy Nightstand** $195
- **07. 221524 TAYLOR White Chest of Drawers** $395
- **08. 245065 DELTA Delta White Side Chair** $80
With so many handy features, our Taylor Bookcase Bed is a welcome addition to any kid’s room. Not only does it include storage, it boasts a built-in USB charging station, plus automatic night lights and a lap tray.

**game on!**
Our Madison Trundle Bed invites friends to spend the night with its convenient design.
futon fun

Our Buddy Convertible Chair’s origami-inspire design easily transitions from comfy seat to cozy bed.

Buddy Convertible Chair $175

05. 105722 OWEN Grey Twin Over Twin Bunk Bed $595
06. 105618 OWEN Grey Dresser $350
08. 247825 Geo Maze Denim Rug 85”x126” $395
07. 239999 Shibori Fabric Framed in Acrylic Picture $199
06. 209431 Steel Grey Washed Velvet Accent Pillow 20”x14” $35
07. 101000 Ricci Red/Grey/Black Accent Pillow 18” $29* EXCLUSIVELY ONLINE
08. 236722 Set of Multi Colored Woven Baskets $55

UNFOLD THE BOTTOM AND BACK PORTIONS TO CREATE A CHAISE FOR LOUNGING, OR LIE IT FLAT LIKE A MATTRESS FOR SNOOZING.
Graceful lines and elegant features make our Julia Collection fit for the chicest little ones. Regal details include an upholstered, nailhead-trimmed headboard, classic moldings and hardware, and a soft grey lacquer finish.
seize the daybed

Designed for sleeping, lounging and storing, our Valencia daybed does it all. While 3 drawers hold blankets, clothes and essentials, refined details give this piece an “adult” look that your teen will love. 💚
Valencia Collection

218203  VALENCIA Twin Daybed w/ Storage  $695
224770  VALENCIA Twin Panel Bed w/ Storage  $995
96654   VALENCIA Twin Panel Bed  $395

96642   VALENCIA Youth Dresser/Mirror  $590
96650   VALENCIA Youth Chest Of Drawers  $495
96629   VALENCIA Youth Nightstand  $230

96631   VALENCIA Youth Dresser  $495
96642   VALENCIA Youth Desk  $450
96641   VALENCIA Youth Desk Chair  $130
hide + seek storage

Footboard drawers are a clever feature in our industrial-inspired Jacob storage bed. They’re perfect for keeping clothes and sheets close, plus they help save space.
Jacob Collection

Crafted with custom pipe details, solid rubberwood and acacia veneers and a durable dark brown finish, our Jacob Collection brings industrial character and quality to children’s bedrooms.
Colors, patterns and textures are the life of any space, and pillows are an easy way to add all that jazz.

**pillow flow**

WE OFFER SEVERAL BED OPTIONS, INCLUDING DIFFERENT SIZES AND VERSIONS THAT COME WITH AND WITHOUT STORAGE.

**spice it up**

The perfect blank slate for your child’s imagination, our Madison Poster Bed invites them to bring a pop of playfulness to their space.
With so many distinctive bed designs to choose from, our Owen Collection allows you to choose the perfect piece for your kid’s room. Storage options aplenty make it easy to find what fits their needs.
take your pick

Not only does our Owen collection provide five-star versatility, it offers five-star variety and value thanks to an assortment of items you’ll love, including a dresser, chest, nightstand and toy chest. 

OWEN Grey Desk w/ USB $350
01. 224482

OWEN Horse in Snow $59
02. 106083

Wood Jax Youth $18
03. 235839

OWEN Grey Nightstand $195
105711

OWEN Grey Chest of Drawers $195
105712

OWEN Grey Dresser/Mirror $470
105810
Our bestselling Alton Collection has mid-century star quality that translates perfectly in trendy teen bedrooms. Get a complete set for a completely Insta-worthy space.

01. 85729 ALTON White Full Platform Bed $370
02. 85665 ALTON Cherry Dresser $395
03. 85664 ALTON Accent Night Table $170
04. 248504 White + Gold Flower Pot $70
05. 245025 Archer Distressed Red/Blue Rug 5’x7’$90 $150
06. 227504 3 Tier Exposed Bulb Table Lamp $110
07. 227579 Geo Shape Concrete Table Lamp $109
08. 233127 Cotton Velvet Pom Poms Accent Pillow 20” $39
09. 248665 Sienna + Sky Side Tassels Accent Pillow 20” $79
10. 248224 Set of 2 Seagrass Fringe Basket $65

MIX + MATCH PIECES IN CHERRY, BLACK AND WHITE FOR AN ECLECTIC LOOK.
With a collection as popular as Alton, we are ecstatic to offer these designs in multiple finishes, so you can pick the best fit for your teen’s taste and space.

Tapered legs, clean profiles and streamlined hardware are trademarks of mid-century style, and our Alton Collection delivers the goods.
Variety is the spice of life and the bread and butter of our Larkin Collection. Not only do we offer 2 finishes, we have storage and non-storage designs available, so you can pick the best version for your child's bedroom.
Healthy sleep starts at the Revive Sleep Center inside Living Spaces, where we know little ones need their best rest. That's why we offer mattresses and accessories made just for them and their growing bodies.
Help your child grow healthy and strong with our supportive Junior Dreamer Pillow, which we’ve created just for them.
find the right mattress

At Revive, our certified sleep experts will help you find the perfect mattress for your child. They can answer any of your questions and pair you with the right pieces to guarantee your kiddos get the support and comfort they need.